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NEW QUESTION: 1
Management is developing and implementing a risk and control
framework for use throughout the organization. Which of the
following elements should be included in the organization's
control framework?
1. Appropriate levels of authority and responsibility.
2. Supervision of staff and appropriate review of work.
3. The seniority of management in the organization.
4. The ability to trace each transaction to an accountable and

responsible individual.
A. 1,2, and 3.
B. 1.2, and 4.
C. 2, 3, and 4.
D. 1.3, and 4.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
In the cube shown in the exhibit, you need to show only the
five most expensive products. The list should change
dynamically with the selection of the budget version.
How would you achieve this?
A. Create a filtered subset for products with the option
TopCount,
B. Create a view filter with the option TopSum.
C. Create a view filter with the option TopCount.
D. Create a filtered subset for products with the option
TopSum.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How many bits represent network id in a IPv6 address?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option B
B. Option A
C. Option D
D. Option C
E. Option E
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
A: You can use the distribution constructor to create the
following types of Oracle Solaris images:
* (A) x86 or SPARC ISO Image for Automated Installations
* Oracle Solaris x86 live CD image
* x86 or SPARC Oracle Solaris text installer image
* x86 Oracle Solaris Virtual Machine
Note: You can use the distribution constructor to build custom
Oracle Solaris images. Then, you can use the images to install

the Oracle Solaris software on individual systems or multiple
systems. You can, also, use the distribution constructor to
create Virtual Machine (VM) images that run the Oracle Solaris
operating system.
D: Checkpointing Options
You can use the options provided in the distro_const command to
stop and restart the build process at various stages in the
image-generation process, in order to check and debug the image
that is being built. This process of stopping and restarting
during the build process is called checkpointing.
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